Most eucaryotic mRNAs are polyadenylated. In higher eucaryotes, the sequence AATAAA is located 7 to 30 base pairs (bp) upstream from the site of processing and polyadenylation and is a critical part of the signal for processing and polyadenylation. Efficient cleavage and polyadenylation also require sequences downstream of polyadenylation sites. The herpes simplex virus type 1 thymidine kinase (tk) gene contains two copies of the AATAAA hexanucleotide and a GT box (18 of 19 consecutive residues are G or T) previously shown to be required for efficient processing and polyadenylation of tk mRNA (C. N. Cole and T. P. Stacy, Mol. Cell. Biol., 5:2104-2113). To define further the sequence requirements for efficient polyadenylation, we prepared linker scanning, internal deletion, and small insertion mutations in the polyadenylation region of the tk gene. These mutations were analyzed by S1 nuclease protection analysis of cytoplasmic RNA isolated from transfected Cos-1 monkey kidney cells. When the proximal AATAAA was deleted, no tk mRNA polyadenylated in the normal region was detected, whereas replacement of the second AATAAA with an XbaI linker had no effect on polyadenylation. When various portions of the GT box were replaced with linker, the amount of tk mRNA produced was reduced to 23 to 82% of the normal amount, but polyadenylation in the normal region was never abolished. Thus, no single portion of the GT box was absolutely required. In some cases, extended transcripts, polyadenylated at a cryptic site within pBR322, were detected. A spacing of 6 bp between AATAAA and the GT box was too short for efficient processing and polyadenylation. A spacing of 30 bp appeared to work almost as efficiently as did the wild-type spacing of 18 bp. Taken together, these results indicate that efficient polyadenylation requires both AATAAA and downstream GT-rich sequences. In addition, processing and polyadenylation are affected both qualitatively and quantitatively by sequences at polyadenylation sites and at more distant locations.
Most eucaryotic mRNAs contain tails of poly(A) at the 3' end (26) . The poly(A) tail is added at the site of an endonucleolytic cleavage in the primary transcript (27, 28) . Transcription continues well beyond the site of processing and polyadenylation (6, 13, 14) .
The choice of polyadenylation sites may play a role in regulating gene expression. Immunoglobulin heavy-chain polypeptides exist in both membrane-bound and secreted forms. A single primary transcript contains the information for both; it can be processed and polyadenylated at either of two sites (1, 18, 20) . Use of the downstream site is followed by a pattern of splicing that results in an mRNA encoding the membrane-bound form, whereas use of the upstream site followed by an alternative splicing pathway produces an mRNA encoding the secreted immunoglobulin. It has not yet been determined whether expression in this case is regulated at the level of splicing or polyadenylation, but selection between these two alternative polyadenylation sites may determine which polypeptide will be produced. Similar regulation at the level of poly(A) site selection may occur in the calcitonin gene (2) and in the adenovirus major late transcription unit (13, 27) .
The nature of the sequences specifying processing and polyadenylation has been studied extensively. The hexanucleotide 5'-AATAAA-3', or one very closely related, * Corresponding author. is located 7 to 30 nucleotides upstream from the polyadenylation sites of almost all RNA polymerase II transcription units (31) . This hexanucleotide forms an essential part of the signal for processing and polyadenylation (12) . Point mutations in this sequence generally cause a reduction in the mRNA level to 1 to 10o of normal (25, 35) . The small amount of mRNA produced is processed and polyadenylated correctly. Since the sequence AATAAA occurs in many transcription units at sites where processing and polyadenylation do not occur (30, 36) , attempts have been made to locate additional signal elements essential for polyadenylation. We reported previously (9) that the herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) thymidine kinase (tk) gene contains such an additional sequence element required for efficient processing and polyadenylation. This second element is GT rich and is located between 20 and 38 base pairs (bp) downstream from the first of two AATAAAs located in the HSV-1 tk transcription unit. GT boxes important for polyadenylation have also been identified in the mouse beta-globin major gene (15) , the adenovirus E2A gene (22) , the simian virus 40 early (16) and late (10, 32) transcription units, and a herpes simplex virus type 2 immediate early gene (24) . Although many genes contain GT box sequences downstream from polyadenylation sites, many do not. Therefore, there may be multiple classes of second elements that can function with AATAAA to create an efficient signal.
In our previous work with the HSV-1 tk gene, we defined the 3' boundary for this downstream GT-rich element. To study this polyadenylation signal in greater detail, we extended these studies by preparing and analyzing a series of linker scanning, internal deletion, and insertion mutations. The HSV-1 tk gene contains two copies of AATAAA (23, 33; see Fig. 1 ). The studies presented here demonstrated that the first AATAAA is the only completely essential sequence element for processing and polyadenylation. Deleting this AATAAA without altering the spacing of other elements abolished processing and polyadenylation in the normal region. Replacement of the second AATAAA with a linker had no effect. Replacement of various portions of the GTrich element with the linker led to reduced amounts of RNA processed and polyadenylated in the normal region and, in some cases, increased production of an extended transcript polyadenylated at a site within downstream pBR322 sequences. Polyadenylation in the normal region was never abolished. Although the GT-rich element is important, portions of it can be removed without loss of polyadenylation.
Analysis of patterns of transcription with many constructions suggests that the spacing between AATAAA and the GT box is an important factor in the efficiency of 3' end formation. The spacing is 19 bp in the wild-type tk gene.
Efficient processing was reduced when the distance between AATAAA and the GT box was significantly shorter than in the wild type and did not occur when the spacing between AATAAA and the GT box was 6 bp. Overall, our studies indicate that processing and polyadenylation requires AATAAA and the downstream GT-rich sequence and is affected both quantitatively and qualitatively by other sequences located at the processing sites and at more distant locations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Plasmids, bacteria, and plasmid DNA. Established methods were used to transfect bacterial cells (19) , analyze minilysate preparations of DNA (5) , and prepare purified plasmid DNA (7) . Some of the plasmids used in these studies were described previously (8, 9) ; all were propagated in Escherichia coli HB101.
Construction of plasmid gene constructs. The construction of plasmids pTK209R/SVO10 and pTK2R/SVO10 (see Fig. 1 ) has been described previously (9) , as has the resection of pTK209R/SV010 from its XbaI site with BAL 31 exonuclease, yielding mutations pTK311/SV010 through pTK318/SVO10, as well as pTK412/SVO10, pTK413/SVO10, and pTK414/SVO10 (9 (ii) Preparation of linker scanning, internal deletion, and insertion mutations. Mutations were prepared ( Fig. 1 ) by ligating the BglII-to-XbaI fragment spanning the coding region of the tk gene and derived from original 3' deletion mutations (pTK311/SVO10 through pTK318/SVO10; pTK412/SVO10 through pTK414/SVO10) with the appropriate XbaI-to-BglII fragment derived from the 5' deletion mutations described above.
The following nomenclature was used for these mutations. All nucleotide positions were numbered by assigning position + 1 to the first nucleotide 3' to the first AATAAA. The last A in this AATAAA is therefore at position -1. Linker scanning mutations were called LS; internal deletion mutations were called DL; insertion mutants were called IN. Their names were written as p3'TK-LS(X/Y), p3'TK-DL(X/Y), or p3'TK-IN(X/Y). For LS and DL mutations, X and Y refer to the nucleotide numbers of the bases replaced by the XbaI linker. Mutations in which the 8-bp linker replaced between 3 and 12 bp were called LS mutations. Mutations in which the 8-bp linker replaced 21 or more nucleotides were called DL mutations. For insertion mutations, X refers to the nucleotide position of the base immediately preceding the XbaI linker, and Y refers to the nucleotide position of the base immediately following the linker. All of the nucleotides present in the wild-type gene were present in insertion mutations; in addition, the 8-bp linker was present, and 3 or 4 additional bases were duplicated at the site of the XbaI linker.
Transfection of Cos-1 cells, preparation of RNA, and S1 nuclease analysis. Cos-1 monkey cells were maintained as described previously (8) . Cells were subcultured 1:4 18 to 30 h before transfection. Cells were transfected by use of DEAE-dextran (500 ,ug/ml) as described previously (8) , and the frequency of transfection was increased by exposing cells to 100 pLM chloroquine diphosphate (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) for 4 h after removal of the DNA-DEAE-dextran solution (17) . Cytoplasmic RNA was isolated 48 to 72 h later by the method of White et al. (34) . Poly(A)+ mRNA was isolated by chromatography on columns of oligo(dT)-cellulose by the method of Aviv and Leder (3) . S1 nuclease analysis was carried out by the method of Berk and Sharp (4) as modified by Favaloro et al. (11) . Approximately 40 ng of end-labeled probe was denatured with the RNA sample (usually 8.5 p,g of total cytoplasmic RNA) at 85°C for 10 min and annealed for 12 to 16 h at 58°C. Optimal conditions for S1 nuclease treatment were determined to be 1,500 U of Si nuclease (Sigma) per ml for 45 min at 37°C. Probes were 3' end labeled, usually at the BssHII site. After Si nuclease treatment, samples were ethanol precipitated, pelleted, and subjected to electrophoresis in denaturing acrylamide-7 M urea gels in TBE buffer. Gels were dried and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film without an intensifying screen for 1 to 2 days. To ensure that all hybridizations were conducted in excess DNA, a constant amount of probe was annealed with increasing amounts of RNA. In all cases, additional RNA led to the expected increase in the intensity of the band representing the protected fragment of the probe (data not shown). Additional controls indicated that probes end labeled within the tk gene hybridized only with tk mRNA; no transcripts originating from the other DNA strand were detected (data not shown). Therefore, it was not necessary to separate the probe for tk mRNA from the probe which would have detected mRNAs derived from the opposite DNA strand.
DNA sequence analysis. DNA sequence analysis was performed by the chemical modification method of Maxam and Gilbert (21) .
Enzymes and chemicals. Enzymes were purchased from New England BioLabs; P-L Biochemicals, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.; Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals, Indianapolis, Ind.; Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, Ill.,; or Collaborative Research, Inc., Waltham, Mass., and used as directed by the supplier. All radiochemicals were purchased from Amersham Corp.
RESULTS
The wild-type HSV-1 tk gene is located on plasmid pTK2R/SV010 ( Fig. 1 ). Within this plasmid, a 2.2-kilobase PvuII fragment includes the complete tk coding region, 5' and 3' untranslated regions, the tk promoter and, downstream from the tk polyadenylation site, approximately 550 bp of additional HSV-1 DNA. The polyadenylation region of the tk gene contains two copies of the 5'-AATAAA-3' hexanucleotide. Plasmid pTK2R/SV010 also includes a simian virus 40 origin of DNA replication, allowing replication of this and all derived plasmids in Cos-1 green monkey kidney cells, which produce the simian virus 40 large T antigen constitutively. In all of these plasmids, position + 1 is defined as the first residue 3' to the first copy of the AATAAA hexanucleotide ( Fig. 2A ).
Plasmid pTK209R/SV010 is a derivative of pTK2R/SV010 which contains only 46 bp of information downstream from the first AATAAA. Although cells transfected with pTK209R/SV010 produce less tk mRNA than do cells transfected with pTK2R/SV010, all of the tk mRNA produced ends at the same sites in pTK2R/SV010 and pTK209R/SVO10. We described previously the resection of pTK209R/SV010 from the XbaI site with BAL 31 exonuclease, isolation of a series of 3' deletion mutations of pTK209R/SV010, and their analysis by S1 nuclease protection mapping (9) . From these studies, we determined that efficient processing and polyadenylation of tk mRNA requires a GT-rich element located at positions +20 to +38 ( Fig. 2A ). When the most distal portion of this GT-rich element was deleted, some of the tk mRNA had its 3' ends located in the normal region, but extended tk mRNA was also detected. Deletion of additional sequences in this GT-rich region led to further decreases in the amount of tk mRNA ending in the normal region and an increase in extended transcripts. When approximately two-thirds of the GT-rich region had been deleted, all of the tk mRNA produced was extended transcript. These extended transcripts were shown to be polyadenylated downstream near nucleotide 4145 of pBR322. Similar extended transcripts were produced when the entire polyadenylation signal region, including the AATAAAs, was deleted (pTK206RISV010; see Fig. 4A , lane 13). The amount of extended transcripts detected was never greater than 5 to 8% of the amount of tk mRNA obtained with pTK2R/SVO10. In all cases, all of the tk mRNA species detected were polyadenylated.
In all of the experiments reported below, total cytoplasmic RNA was used. Each experiment was repeated 2 to 4 times, and similar results were obtained each time. We also examined the extent of replication of various plasmids in Cos-1 cells and, in all of the cases analyzed, the plasmids used in these studies replicated to approximately the same copy number (reference 8; data not shown).
Determining conditions for Si nuclease analysis. Most of the data contained in this communication come from nuclease S1 protection experiments. Early in these studies, we became aware of possible artefacts in our analyses which may occur because the HSV-1 tk gene is A rich (hence, probes are T rich) in the immediate vicinity of the polyadenylation sites ( Fig. 2A ). Two copies of the hexanucleotide 5'-AATAAA-3' are located close together in the tk gene. The complementary TTTATT sequences in the probe may form an imperfect hybrid with the poly(A) tail. If the processing site is nearby and upstream from the second AATAAA, artifactual protection of the probe from S1 nuclease digestion may occur. Alternatively, if the RNA extends beyond the second AATAAA, the probe and RNA form a complete hybrid extending through this region. The ability to distinguish between perfect RNA-DNA hybrids and artifactual hybrids between the poly(A) tail and TTTATT sequences of the probe depends on the use of suitable S1 nuclease digestion conditions. Appropriate conditions were determined by digestion of several RNA-probe hybrids with S1 nuclease under various conditions of S1 concentration and temperature (Fig. 2 ). In the first series of analyses, the RNA used was prepared from cells transfected with pTK2RISVO10, the wild-type tk gene, and this RNA was hybridized with probe prepared from pTK206RISVO10. The probe was 3' end labeled at its unique BssHII site located at position -89. Because pTK206R/SV010 is truncated upstream from the first AATAAA, homology between the RNA and the probe extends only to the site of truncation, as shown in the sequence diagram in Fig. 2B . Regardless of the actual processing site, the RNA cannot protect the probe beyond this copmplementarity endpoint, and a single protected band was expected. The result most closely fitting this prediction was obtained (Fig. 2B , lane 5) by using 1,500 U of S1 nuclease per ml for 45 min at 37°C. Use of other temperatures and S1 concentrations led either to substantial amounts of signal 1 to 5 bases longer ( Fig. 2B , lanes 1 and 2) or shorter (Fig. 2B , lane 6) than expected. The conditions used for lane 5 were used in all of the subsequent experiments. In most of the experiments, as expected, we detected a single band when there was a unique breakpoint in the complementarity between the probe and tk mRNA.
Under the same S1 nuclease digestion conditions, a single band was rarely detected when tk mRNA preparations were hybridized with probes complementary to the tk mRNA along the entire distance from the labeled probe endpoint to the processing and polyadenylation site(s). This may reflect microheterogeneity in the actual sites of polyadenylation of VOL. 6, 1986 4614 ZHANG ET AL. Effects of temperature and Si nuclease concentration on mapping of the polyadenylation sites of HSV-1 tk mutations. (A) DNA sequence of the tk gene sense strand in the region of the polyadenylation signal. The first nucleotide 3' to the first of two AATAAAs is numbered + 1, as described in the text. The AATAAAs and the GT-rich region are indicated. (B through E) Cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from Cos-1 cells 48 h after transfection with the appropriate plasmid. RNA was hybridized to probes 3' end labeled at the BssHII site at position -89 for 18 h at 58°C. After S1 nuclease treatment, protected fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 5% acrylamide-7 M urea gels in TBE buffer. Lanes: 1 to 3, patterns resulting from digestion with Si nuclease for 45 min at 22°C; 4 to 6, patterns resulting from digestion with SI nuclease for 45 min at 37°C; 1 and 4, 500 U of Si nuclease per ml; 2 and 5, 1,500 U of Si nuclease per ml; 3 and 6, 5,000 U of Si nuclease per ml. (B) Probe derived from pTK206RISVO10 was annealed with pTK2R/SV010 RNA. The probe is homologous to tk RNA to position -22, as indicated in the sequence at the bottom of panel B. (C) pTK2R/SV010 RNA was hybridized with homologous pTK2R/SV010 probe. (D) 3'TK-LS(-21/-10) RNA was annealed with homologous 3'TK-LS(-21/-10) probe. 3'TK-LS(-21/-10) contains an XbaI linker inserted 3 bp 5' to the first AATAAA. The sequence beyond this linker is exactly the same as pTK2R/SVO10. (E) 3'TK-LS(6/14) RNA was annealed with homologous 3'TK-LS(6/14) probe. 3'TK-LS(6/14) contains only a single AATAAA since the second copy has been replaced by an XbaI linker. tk mRNA synthesized from many of these constructs. Alternatively, this could indicate that different Si nuclease digestion conditions are required for different closely related homologous probe-mRNA combinations. Determining the exact processing sites with absolute precision would require analysis of cDNAs prepared from tk mRNAs. The Si digestion conditions used in these studies do permit accurate determination of the quantitative effects on polyadenylation caused by various changes in the DNA and mRNA sequences, and they also allow qualitative assessment of shifts in polyadenylation sites to a resolution of 2 to 3 bases.
When wild-type tk mRNA (prepared from cells transfected with pTK2RISVO10) was hybridized with probe prepared from pTK2R/SVO10 DNA (Fig. 2C ), considerably more variability was seen under different Si digestion conditions than was seen in Fig. 2B . An identical series of protected fragments were detected ( Fig. 2D ) when both RNA and probe were prepared from p3'TK-LS(-21/-10), whereas simpler patterns were obtained ( Fig. 2E ) when both RNA and probe were prepared from p3'TK-LS(6/14). Both pTK2R and p3'TK-LS(-21/-10) contain two copies of AATAAA, whereas p3'TK-LS(6/14) contains only a single copy of AATAAA. It therefore appears likely that some of the extra complexity in the patterns seen in Fig. 2B Linker scanning mutations were prepared as described in the text and diagrammed in Fig. 1 . The wild-type tk gene sequence in the polyadenylation region is shown at the top, and the AATAAA and GT-rich regions are indicated. The mutations are identical to the wild-type tk gene except at the site of the linker, as indicated. The vertical bars indicate the polyadenylation sites; wider vertical bars indicate the major site. The amount of RNA produced in Cos-1 cells transfected by each construct, relative to the level produced by the wild-type tk gene, is shown in column 1 of the table and was determined by densitometry of a suitable exposure of the gel whose autoradiogram is shown in Fig. 4B . Column 2 indicates whether or not extended transcript was detected in the autoradiogram shown in Fig. 4A . The gel lanes of Fig. 4A and B corresponding to each construct are shown in column 3 of the table. occurred because probes prepared from pTK2R and p3'TK-LS(-21/-10) each contain TTTATT (complementary to the distal AATAAA) able to hybridize with the poly(A) tail distal to the polyadenylation site located near position +7. Since p3'TK-LS(6/14) contains only a single AATAAA, there is no possibility for artifactual hybridization between this probe and the poly(A) tail.
Preparation and analysis of linker scanning mutations. To prepare a set of linker scanning mutations, a set of deletion mutations was needed in addition to the 3' deletion mutations described above. The general approach used is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Plasmid pTK2R/SVO10 was digested with SmaI, which cuts at position -74, and BAL 31 exonuclease was used to remove small amounts of DNA. XbaI linkers were added at the deletion endpoints, the DNA was recircularized with DNA ligase, and deletion mutations were isolated after transformation of E. coli. The precise deletion endpoints were determined by DNA sequence analysis. BglII-to-XbaI fragments spanning the tk coding region and derived from the original 3' deletion mutation set were ligated with appropriate XbaI-to-BglII fragments derived from this 5' deletion set, generating a series of linker scanning mutations (Fig. 3) . These plasmids were designated p3'TK-LS mutations. The numbers in parentheses refer to the positions of the first and last bases replaced by the XbaI linker. In different constructions, the 8-bp linker replaced between 3 and 12 bases. The structures of these linker scanning mutations are shown schematically in Fig. 3 .
Cos-1 cells were transfected with each of these plasmids, as well as with control plasmids pTK2R/SVO10, pTK209R/SVO10, and pTK206R/SVO10. RNA was isolated and analyzed by S1 nuclease protection analysis with a series of different 3'-end-labeled probes homologous to each RNA (Fig. 4A ), as well as by using the same probe with each RNA sample (Fig. 4B ). Homologous probes were used to define the actual sites of processing and polyadenylation, as well as the relative proportion of mRNA using each site. This is listed in the small table in Fig. 3 . Since these homologous probes had different specific activities, it was not possible to compare the levels of tk mRNA in different samples from the data in Fig. 4A . However, use of one probe to analyze all of these tk mRNAs permitted determination of the relative levels of tk mRNA present in each sample. From these data (Fig. 4B ), the relative amount of tk mRNA was determined by densitometry. Linker scanning mutations with the linker located either upstream from the proximal AATAAA ( Fig. 4A and B, lanes 1) or downstream from the GT-rich element (Fig. 4A and B , lanes 10 and 11) had no appreciable effect either on the amount of tk mRNA or the precise sites of processing and polyadenylation. Replacement of the second AATAAA with the linker (Fig. 4A and B , lanes 2) reduced the amount of tk mRNA produced by about one-third and resulted in a downstream shift of polyadenylation site. In the wild-type tk construct (pTK2R/SVO10 [lane 12]), the predominant site was at position +7, and a small amount of tk mRNA was processed and polyadenylated at + 18. Replacement of the second AATAAA with the linker altered the sequence at the major processing site; as a result, most of the tk mRNA was processed at +18 and only a small amount was processed at +7. Although the total amount of tk mRNA present in this sample is reduced to approximately 67% of the wild-type amount, extended transcripts were usually not detected. Replacement of the proximal (Fig. 4A and B , lanes 3) or middle (Fig. 4A, lane 5) portion of the GT-rich region with the linker decreased the amount of tk mRNA produced substantially (to 31 Autoradiogram of S1 nuclease analysis duced from linker scanning mutations of the H Cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from Cos-1 cells 48 I tion with the constructs shown in Fig. 3 . Probes wer at the BssHII site at position -89 and hybridized conditions of probe excess at 58°C for 18 h. P fragments were analyzed in 5% acrylamide-7 M ur buffer. The structure of the plasmids used for tran probes is shown in Fig. 3 . (A) S1 nuclease analysis mRNAs was performed with probes homologous to their entire length from the BssHII site to the Extended transcripts, where present, are indicated Numbers at the right indicate the positions of DN-A markers, as well as the distances, in bases, from the S1 nuclease analysis of RNA levels with pTK206R/' end labeled at its BssHII site, as a probe. All of the I become nonhomologous to this probe approximately stream from the labeled position, except for p3'TI (lane 1), whose homology extends slightly further. correspond to the same constructions in panels A ar p3'TK-LS(-21/-10); 2, p3'TK-LS(6/14), 3, p3'TF pTK414/SVO10; 5, p3'TK-LS(26/36); 6, p3'TK pTK413/SV010; 8, p3'TK-LS(38/49); 9, pTK412/SV( LS(45/49); 11, p3'TK-LS(45/55); 12, pTK2R/SV010 ( pTK206R/SVO10; 14, pTK209R/SVO10; 15, mock tra polyadenylation site. In addition, extended transcripts were produced in cells transfected with these two constructions. Replacement of the distal portion of the GT-rich region with linker ( Fig. 4A and B, lanes 6 and 8) caused a small reduction 14 15 in the amount of tk mRNA produced, but the same process--1042 ing sites were used as were used for wild-type tk mRNA, and -766 extended transcripts were not detected.
In none of these linker scanning mutations was production of tk mRNA processed in the normal region abolished. The greatest effect was seen when the proximal portion of the GT-rich element was replaced with the linker. The fact that all of the GT-rich element could be replaced in various linker -344 scanning mutations without abolishing polyadenylation in -298 this region suggests that GT-rich sequences shorter than 19 bp are able to perform the function of this element. Maximal levels of tk mRNA were produced only with the full GT-rich sequence present. Production of extended transcript was correlated with less efficient processing and polyadenylation in the normal region. In the nuclease protection analyses shown in Fig. 4 , we included some of the original tk constructions produced by resection of the tk gene with BAL 31 exonuclease from a site downstream from the GT-rich region (9) . Since these 3' deletion mutations were used to prepare the linker scanning mutations, various linker scanning mutations were identical to these constructions upstream from the XbaI linker ( Fig.  5 ). All of the linker scanning mutations contained approximately 550 bp of HSV-1 DNA downstream from the tk gene, whereas the 3' deletion mutations all contained a polylinker _-109 region followed by pBR322 sequences. Analyses of the tk mRNA levels in cells transfected with these constructions indicated that, in all cases, there was much more tk mRNA when the construction contained HSV-1 DNA downstream of the tk gene. This observation held regardless of whether the entire GT-rich region was present (compare Fig. 4B, lanes 12 and 14) or only part of the 12 14 GT-rich region was retained (compare Fig. 4B , lanes 7 with -75 8 and 9 with 10). In addition, the fraction of tk mRNA that was extended transcript was much less in those constructs containing downstream HSV-1 DNA than in those with the polylinker-pBR322 sequences downstream. Overall, these results indicated that the presence of downstream HSV-1 )f tk RNA pro-DNA was correlated with higher levels of tk mRNA, regard-[SV-1 tk gene. less of whether all or only part of the GT-rich element was h 3' end labeled present. Possibly, the HSV-1 sequences acted to increase to RNA under the efficiency of processing and polyadenylation or stabilize rotected probe the nuclear precursor RNA. This is discussed further below. same approach used to prepare the linker scanning mutak fragment size tions described above. These mutations are illustrated dia-Ss0H DNA, 3 grammatically in Fig. 6 , and the results of Si nuclease RNAs analyzed protection analyses are shown in Fig. 7 . As was the case 60 bases down-with the linker scanning mutations, these RNAs were hy-K-LS(-21/-10) bridized with homologous probes (Fig. 7A) Schematic diagram of constructs which differ in sequences downstream from the polyadenylation region. The 3' deletion mutations of the tk gene described previously (9) were used to prepare the linker scanning mutations and are identical to them upstream of the XbaI linker. Downstream, the linker scanning mutations have 552 bp of HSV-1 DNA, followed by a polylinker (PL) and pBR32 sequences, whereas the 3' deletions have only the polylinker and pBR322. The table indicates relative levels of tk mRNA produced (wild type = 100) as determined from densitometric analysis of the data in Fig. 4B . The fractions of the total tk mRNA produced that were extended transcript are indicated in column 2, and the corresponding gel lanes in Fig. 4 which lacked the proximal copy of AATAAA but retained the distal AATAAA and the complete GT-rich region. This suggests that the proximal AATAAA was essential for processing and polyadenylation in the normal region. Possi-bly the distal AATAAA could not direct processing and polyadenylation because it was too close to the essential downstream GT-rich region.
That this was indeed the case was further suggested by 6 . Schematic structure of the internal deletion and insertion mutations. The wild-type tk sequence in the area around the polyadenylation region is shown at the top, and the AATAAAs and GT-rich region are also shown. Below are the structures of the internal deletion and insertion mutations constructed as shown in Fig. 1 and described in the text. The XbaI linker sequences are enclosed in boxes; unboxed sequences represent HSV-1 DNA. S1 nuclease protection analyses (Fig. 7 ) were used to locate major and minor polyadenylation sites used in each construct, as indicated by thick and thin vertical bars, respectively. The table indicates whether RNA polyadenylated in the normal region was detected (column 1), whether extended transcript was detected (column 2), and in which lanes of the autoradiogram in Fig. 7 the data of the Si analysis appear (column 3). Autoradiogram of S1 nuclease analysis of the 3' ends of tk mRNA produced from internal deletion and insertion mutations. Probes were labeled at the BssHII site at position -89 and hybridized under conditions of probe excess for 18 h at 58°C. The structures of the constructs used both to transfect cells and to prepare probes are shown in Fig. 6. (A) Probes homologous to the tk mRNA from the BssHII site to the poly(A) tract were used to map the positions of the 3' ends of tk mRNAs. Extended transcripts are indicated by arrowheads. The numbers refer to the positions of DNA fragment size markers and also indicate the distances from the BssHII site to the 3' ends of the tk mRNAs. (B) S1 nuclease analyses of the levels of tk mRNA were performed with a single probe, pTK206R/SVO10, 3' end labeled at its BssHII site. Since the same probe was used under conditions of probe excess for all RNAs, the relative intensities of bands in different lanes reflect the relative levels of tk mRNAs produced. Lanes 1 to 4 are not shown in panel B because they showed no tk mRNA. Lanes 5 to 12 correspond to the same constructions in panels A and B. Lanes: 1, p3'TK-DL(-21/2); 2, p3'TK-DL(-21/13); 3, p3'TK-DL(-21/35); 4, p3'TK-DL(-21/49); 5, p3'TK-LS(6/14); 6, p3'TK-IN(5/3); 7, p3'TK-IN(18/15); 8, p3'TK-DL(6/26); 9, p3'TK-DL(6/49); 10, pTK206R/SVO10 (wild type); 11, pTK2R/SV010; 12, mock transfected. analysis of RNA from one linker scanning mutation analyzed previously, p3'TK-LS(6/14) (Fig. 7A, lane 5) , and an interal insertion construct, p3'TK-IN(19/14) (lane 7). In the linker scanning mutation, the distal AATAAA has been replaced with a linker. This construct produced RNA processed mostly in the normal region and a small amount of extended transcript (Fig. 7A, lane 5) . The total amount of tk mRNA was reduced at most twofold from that produced in cells transfected with the wild-type tk gene pTK2R/SVO10 (compare lanes 5 and 11, Fig. 7B ). The distance between the AATAAA and the GT-rich region is greater with this construct than with the mutation examined in lane 1. In the case of the insertion mutation (Fig. 7A, lane 7) , insertion of 12 bp between the distal AATAAA and the GT-rich region caused a shift in the location of processing sites. In the wild-type gene (Fig. 7A, lane 11) , most of the tk mRNA was processed at position +7, between the two AATAAAs. By increasing the distance between the distal AATAAA and the GT-rich region, processing sites were shifted and all were located downstream from the distal AATAAA. The total amount of tk mRNA was approximately the same as that seen with p3'TK-LS(6/14) (compare lanes 5 and 7, Fig. 7B ). These data suggest that, in addition to an AATAAA and the GT-rich region, processing and polyadenylation requires appropriate spacing between these two elements, as well as a suitable processing site between the two elements.
Analysis of RNAs produced from other internal deletion and insertion constructions led to the following observations. (i) Production of tk mRNAs processed and polyadenylated in the normal region was abolished by deletion of both AATAAAs (Fig. 7A, lanes 2 to 4) regardless of whether the construct retained all (lane 2), part (lane 3), or none (lane 4) of the GT-rich region. In each case, extended transcript was detected. (ii) Insertion of 11 bp, including an XbaI linker, between the two AATAAAs (Fig. 7A, lane 6) caused a shift in actual processing and polyadenylation sites, and all processing sites were upstream of the distal AATAAA. At most, a small amount of extended transcript was detected. The actual amount of tk mRNA produced equaled that seen with the wild-type tk construct pTK2R/SVO10 (compare lanes 7 and 11, Fig. 7B ). (iii) Replacement of 21 bp (positions +6 through +26 including the distal AATAAA and the proximal part of the GT-rich region) with the XbaI linker led to a severe reduction in the amount of tk mRNA processed in the normal region (Fig.  7A, lane 8) . The reduction in tk mRNA was much more severe than that seen with p3'TK-LS(19/26), which retains the same portion of the GT-rich region as does p3'TK-DL(6/26) (compare lanes 8 and 11, Fig. 7B, with lanes 3 and  12, Fig. 4B ). With p3'TK-DL(6/26), most of the tk mRNA produced was extended transcript. Construct p3'TK-DL(6/49) produced primarily extended transcript; its deletion removed all information from the distal AATAAA to a site beyond the GT-rich region.
DISCUSSION
In the experiments described in this paper, we prepared a large set of linker scanning, internal deletion, and insertion mutations in the polyadenylation region of the HSV1 tk gene. Cos-1 cells were transfected with these constructs, and the tk mRNA produced was analyzed by S1 nuclease mapping. These experiments extend our previous studies (8, 9) and provide a detailed view of the role of various sequences in signaling polyadenylation of tk mRNA.
The AATAAA hexanucleotide. Fitzgerald and Shenk (12) originally showed that the hexanucleotide AATAAA was an VOL. 6, 1986 essential signal element for polyadenylation. The HSV-1 tk gene contains two copies of this hexanucleotide, but only one appears to be involved normally in polyadenylation of tk mRNA. Replacement of the distal copy with an XbaI linker had little effect on normal processing and polyadenylation, whereas deletion of the proximal AATAAA abolished production of tk mRNA polyadenylated in the normal region. In the latter case, we detected only extended transcript polyadenylated at a cryptic site within pBR322 sequences. The GT-rich region. Our previous studies (9) identified a GT-rich sequence as a second element essential for efficient processing and polyadenylation. This GT-rich sequence (18 of 19 bases are G or T) is located downstream of the polyadenylation sites ( Fig. 2A ). Deletions of this region from downstream lead to reduced levels of tk mRNA when the most distal part of the sequence is deleted and abolish processing in this region when more than half of the sequence is deleted (9) . The studies presented here showed that any small portion of the GT-rich region could be replaced by a linker without loss of processing in the normal region, but maximal levels of tk mRNA were obtained only when the entire GT-rich region was present. Perhaps the GT-rich region binds a factor critical for processing, polyadenylation, or both, and a longer GT-rich region may have an increased affinity for factor. The greatest effect was seen when the proximal or middle portions were replaced ( Fig. 2 and 3A) , and in these cases extended transcript was detected. Replacement of the most distal portion resulted in a small decrease (to 67% of the wild-type level) in the level of tk mRNA produced.
GT-rich regions have been shown to be critical second signals in several other genes (10, 15, 16, 22, 24, 32) , but there is little sequence homology among them. McLauchlan, et al. (24) examined DNA sequences from many genes and proposed that YGTGTTYY serves as a consensus sequence for this GT homology. Although the HSV-1 tk gene does not have a perfect match to this consensus, it does contain GGTGTTG in the proximal portion of the GT-rich region. Replacement of this sequence with a linker resulted in a threefold reduction in the amount of tk mRNA produced. Thus, the consensus sequence cannot be absolutely essential. In various genes, the match to the consensus sequence is quite poor. In those cases in which detailed studies have been done, GTor T-rich sequences have been identified in each case. Inspection of other genes has revealed that GT-rich sequences downstream from polyadenylation sites are very common (29) . At present, it seems premature to attempt to discern a specific consensus sequence, but a GT box serves as an essential second signal for processing and polyadenylation in many genes, and in some others a T-rich sequence appears to be involved.
The GT-rich region of the tk gene also contains the sequence TITGTT, which, as RNA, could form a perfect 6-base stem with AAUAAA. Our studies indicated that this sequence can be replaced with an XbaI linker with only a minimal effect on production of poly(A)+ tk mRNA. Therefore, formation of a stem containing AAUAAA cannot be required for processing and polyadenylation of tk mRNA, although such structures could play some role in production of tk mRNA and might be essential for polyadenylation of some mRNAs.
Not all genes have GT-or T-rich sequences downstream from polyadenylation sites. Thus, there must be other sequences which can act in concert with AATAAA to constitute a functional and efficient processing and polyadenylation signal. In this regard, it is worth noting that construct p3'TK-LS(26/36) contains only six consecutive G or T residues. It produced only one-fourth as much tk mRNA polyadenylated in the normal region, in agreement with the idea that longer GT runs are better signals. However, this indicates that the actual second signal may be quite short in some genes. This agrees with the suggestion that the sequence T(A/G)TTTTT may constitute the essential second element in the adenovirus type 2 E2A gene (16) .
What is the optimal spacing between AATAAA and the GT box? The GT-rich sequence in the HSV-1 tk gene begins 19 bp downstream from the first AATAAA and 6 bp downstream from the second. Although we did not investigate spacing requirements systematically, our studies suggested that the 19-bp spacing seen in the wild-type arrangement is optimal. Figure 8 illustrates the spacing between the AATAAAs and the GT box in several of the constructs examined in these studies.
Our studies indicated that the distal AATAAA is not a critical part of the HSV-1 tk processing and polyadenylation signal. Replacement of the second AATAAA with a linker (p3'TK-LS(6/14; Fig. 3 and 4 ) had little effect on the level of tk mRNA production. However, since the linker also replaced the major polyadenylation site used by wild-type tk mRNA, there was a shift of polyadenylation sites so that all tk mRNA of p3'TK-LS(6/14) was polyadenylated at the site which was the minor site for wild-type tk mRNA. In contrast, no tk mRNA polyadenylated in the normal region was detected when the first AATAAA was deleted. The 6 bp separating the second AATAAA from the GT-rich region was probably too small for formation of an efficient signal; however, we cannot completely eliminate the possibility that the second AATAAA cannot function for other reasons. For example, the sequence context in which it is located could act to prevent it from functioning.
In p3'TK-IN(18/15) ( Fig. 6 and 7) , the additional DNA inserted changed the spacing so that the proximal AATAAA was 31 bp and the distal AATAAA was 18 bp from the GT-rich region. In this case, the sites of polyadenylation shifted and were all downstream from the second AATAAA. With this construct, we cannot tell whether the first, second, or both AATAAAs were involved in signaling polyadenylation, since both are present and upstream from all polyadenylation sites. The major RNA species of p3'TK-IN(18/15) are polyadenylated at sites 29 and 32 bp downstream from the proximal AATAAA and 16 and 19 bp downstream from the distal AATAAA. The minor species are polyadenylated at sites 17 and 19 bp downstream from the proximal AATAAA and 4 and 6 bp downstream from the distal AATAAA. Since polyadenylation sites are located 7 to 30 bp downstream from AATAAA in all mRNAs examined, this pattern suggests that the downstream AATAAA is part of the signal for the major species and the upstream AATAAA is part of the signal for the minor species. However, when the choice was 31 or 6 bp [p3'TK-DL(5/3)], all polyadenylation sites were located between the two AATAAAs, and the amount of tk mRNA produced was near the wild-type level, indicating that the 30-bp separation between AATAAA and the GT box functioned well. Overall, this suggests that both AATAAAs can act as parts of functional processing and polyadenylation signals and that the spacing between the AATAAAs and the GT element affects the extent to which each is used.
Very little tk mRNA processed in the normal region was obtained with p3'TK-DL (6/26) . In this case, in which 12 bp separated the single AATAAA from the truncated GT-rich region, we could not tell with certainty whether the low level of tk mRNA resulted from this 12-bp spacing, the presence of a truncated GT-rich region, or both. However, the level of tk mRNA processed in the normal region was much less (at least a fivefold difference) than that seen with p3'TK-LS(19/26), which had the same truncated portion of the GT-rich region (compare Fig. 7B, lane 8 and Fig. 4B, lane 3) . This suggests that the 12-bp spacing was more of a factor than was the truncated GT-rich region. In the case of p3'TK-LS(19/26), the remaining GT-rich region was 30 bp downstream from the first and 12 bp from the second AATAAA. Of the tk mRNA produced that was processed in the normal region, about half was polyadenylated between the two AATAAAs and half was polyadenylated downstream from the second AATAAA.
Although further study is required, it appears that a separation between AATAAA and the GT homology of 6 bp positioned the two elements too close together for processing and polyadenylation to occur. A separation of 12 bp was suboptimal, but some RNA processed in the normal region was produced. Maximal levels were obtained with a spacing of 18 to 19 bp, whereas in some cases a spacing of 30 bp worked only slightly less well. With additional constructions, it should be possible to define the spacing requirements with greater precision. Quite possibly, different factors recognize these two elements and then interact to cause processing and polyadenylation. Too close a spacing may prevent both factors from binding.
The role of downstream sequences. These studies also demonstrated that more tk mRNA was produced when HSV-1 DNA sequences were located downstream from the GT-rich region ( Fig. 4 and 5) . This was true with constructs containing either the entire GT-rich region or only a portion of it. In all of the constructs, a polylinker sequence and pBR322 sequences are located downstream of the tk gene, but some contain 550 bp of HSV-1 DNA between the GT-rich region and the polylinker. Although the data shown in Fig. 4 and tabulated in Fig. 5 indicated that the effect was approximately twofold, we compared pTK209R/SVO10 and pTK2R/SVO10 many times. The relative levels of tk mRNA produced from these two constructs varied between twoand eightfold (Zhang and Cole, unpublished data).
The extra HSV-1 sequences might act to stabilize the nuclear precursor RNA, thus increasing the probability that a given transcript would be processed and polyadenylated before it was degraded. In this regard, it is worth noting that the HSV-1 sequences have a much higher GC content than the polylinker-pBR322 sequences. It is possible that the HSV-1 sequences contain additional elements which can attract factors important for processing and polyadenylation. However, these HSV-1 sequences encode an HSV-1 capsid protein, making it less likely that they also have a unique primary or secondary structure designed to play a regulatory role in the generation of tk mRNA.
Production of extended transcripts. With many of the constructions examined in these studies, extended transcripts polyadenylated at a site in pBR322 were detected. Examination of the pBR322 sequence indicated that there are three hexanucleotides that differ from AATAAA at a single position in this region. A GT-rich region is located downstream from these. One of these hexanucleotides and the GT-rich region could function as a weak polyadenylation signal. That this signal is intrinsically weak is suggested by the finding that the amount of RNA processed within pBR322 sequences was never more than 5 to 8% of the level obtained with the wild-type tk gene polyadenylated at its normal sites. Both Montell et al. (25) and Wickens and VOL. 6, 1986 4621 Stephenson (35) found that a series of single-base mutations in AATAAA reduced the level of poly(A)+ mRNA produced to between 1 and 10% of normal. It is also possible that levels of extended transcript are low because transcription rarely extends into this portion of pBR322 because of the presence of a cryptic termination signal; nuclear runoff experiments could be performed to determine whether transcription termination occurs within HSV-1 or pBR322 sequences. Alternatively, nuclear RNA containing pBR322 sequences may have reduced stability.
Extended transcripts were detected only when the level of tk mRNA processed in the normal region was reduced by 50% or more. This suggests that all wild-type nuclear transcripts are either polyadenylated in the normal region or degraded. However, it is possible that a small amount of extended transcript is produced under all conditions, but its level may be too low to be detected. It is likely that various mutations analyzed in these experiments act to reduce the efficiency with which tk RNA is processed in the normal region. This creates a larger pool of precursor RNAs, and a small percentage of these can then be processed within pBR322 sequences.
Whether polyadenylation plays a critical role in gene regulation remains a central question. Multiple polyadenylation sites are located in many transcription units, and in some, mRNAs that encode different proteins are polyadenylated by different signals. Whether expression of these genes is regulated at the level of choice of polyadenylation signal, at the level of splicing, or at some other stage is currently under investigation in a number of laboratories. Since almost all polyadenylation signals contain AATAAA, it is clear that this signal element alone cannot play a critical role in selection among multiple polyadenylation signals. Additional experiments will be required to determine whether the second elements we and others are studying are involved in gene regulation at the level of polyadenylation signal selection.
